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Abstract

When it comes to mail-in voting, does support for President Trump overshadow partisan

ties, and might concerns over COVID-19 condition support for voting-by-mail? Drawing on a

representative sample of Florida voters who regularly cast mail-in ballots, we find that partisan

motivated reasoning explains much of Republican opposition to mail-in voting, but elite cue-

taking from Trump overshadows partisanship. We find Trump loyalists who voted by mail

in the last two general elections—Republicans, Democrats, and independents alike—are more

likely to misreport that they usually vote by mail and are more likely to shun casting a mail-

in ballot in the November 2020 election. Elite cue-taking, though, may have its limits, as

registered Republicans concerned about contracting COVID-19 are less likely to misreport how

they usually vote and more likely to say they will cast a mail-in ballot in November. In short,

when it comes to how we vote, elite cue-taking colors both the memory and future behavior

of Trump supporters, but is conditioned by personal health concerns amidst the pandemic.

The erosion in the trust of mail-in voting has important implications for trust in the electoral

system and the democratic process.
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“I think mail-in voting is going to rig the election, I really do.”

Donald J. Trump (July 19, 2020, Fox News Sunday)1

COVID-19 is upending how American citizens cast their ballots. Leveraging President Don-

ald J. Trump’s recent exhortations against mail-in voting, we analyze the effects of partisan

motivated reasoning and elite cue-taking on how we vote.2 Transforming a rather mundane

election administration issue into a partisan maelstrom, the President’s animus towards voting

by mail disrupted the calculus of political actors and voters going into the November 2020

election. Has Trump’s elite signaling against mail-in voting swamped partisan motivated rea-

soning, shading voters’ recollection of how they usually vote and influencing the method by

which they plan to vote in the upcoming election? Does his demonizing of mail-in voting have

limits, constrained by concerns for one’s own health during the COVID-19 pandemic?

Drawing on a subset of an original survey of more than 11,000 registered voters in Florida

surveyed near the apex of Trump’s attack on mail-in voting, we leverage attention on how

voters cast ballots to better understand partisan motivated reasoning and elite-cues. We focus

on how partisan motivation and elite cues might affect the mode of voting itself. We examine

whether support for the President colors the way voters who regularly cast mail-in ballots

recall the method by which they usually vote as well as if it affects the way they plan to

vote in November. Finally, with regard to both retrospective and prospective considerations,

we examine whether elite cue-taking and partisan motivated reasoning are conditional on the

threat of COVID-19; that is, are registered voters who typically cast a mail-in ballot and who

express health concerns less likely to follow the dictates of the President.

Trump on Absentee Ballots and Vote-by-Mail

President Trump began criticizing mail-in voting on April 8, 2020, as presidential primaries

were underway across several American states.3 In tweet after tweet, the President’s criticisms

1“Full interview: President Trump on ‘Fox News Sunday’,” Fox News Sunday, available at https:
//video.foxnews.com/v/6174046609001#sp=show-clips (last accessed August 30, 2020).
2In Florida, vote-by-mail is identical to "absentee voting." See SB 112, available at https:
//flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/0112/BillText/er/HTML, last accessed September 5, 2020.
3“Republicans should fight very hard when it comes to state wide mail-in voting. Democrats are
clamoring for it. Tremendous potential for voter fraud, and for whatever reason, doesn’t work out

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6174046609001##sp=show-clips
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6174046609001##sp=show-clips
https://flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/0112/BillText/er/HTML
https://flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/0112/BillText/er/HTML


intensified as some Governors considered expanding vote by mail options as the COVID-19

pandemic continued to pick up steam.4 Trump’s messaging against voting by mail continued

deep into the summer months.5 Then, on August 4, 2020, the President abruptly reversed

course and tried to distinguish between “Vote by Mail” and “Absentee Voting,” with particular

reference to method of voting in Florida.6 Trump’s reversal on mail-in voting, as we detail

below, came three days after our survey of more than 11,000 registered Florida voters was

pulled from the field, on August 1, 2020.7 Although our survey—which went into the field on

July 21, the same day Trump was interviewed by Chris Wallace on Fox News Sunday—did

not anticipate Trump’s tweets against mail-in voting, there is considerable evidence that his

pronouncements affected the news environment concerning mail voting in Florida.

To gauge the salience of mail-in voting, Figure 1 plots Google searches by Floridians over

a one-year period, using only the terms “Absentee ballot” and “Vote by mail.” The y-axis is

normalized so that the maximum value of 100 denotes the search peak for the two terms, a

value of 50 denotes the terms were half as popular, and a value of 0 denotes there were no

searches for the terms. The shaded vertical area delimits when our survey was in the field.

Communications by elites shape the political agenda, increase the salience of an issue,

and frame attitudes in the mass public (Zaller 1992). With audience fragmentation in the

digital media environment, the salience of some issues can become heightened (Feezell 2018).

As Chong and Druckman (2007, p. 637) write, “a speaker ‘frames’ an issue by encouraging

readers or listeners to emphasize certain considerations above others when evaluating that

issue.” Clearly, Trump’s critical messaging on mail-in ballots drove the narrative over the

summer, piquing the interest of Floridians. But did his tweetstorms alter the recollections of

Florida voters, specifically the method by which they usually cast their ballot, or influence,

prospectively, how they would cast their ballot in the 2020 General Election?

well for Republicans.” See, @realDonaldTrump, April 8, 2020.
4See, @realDonaldTrump, May 20, 2020 and @realDonaldTrump, May 26, 2020.
5See, @realDonaldTrump, July 21, 2020; @realDonaldTrump, July 30, 2020; @realDonaldTrump,
July 30, 2020; @realDonaldTrump, August 4, 2020.
6“Whether you call it Vote by Mail or Absentee Voting, in Florida the election system is Safe
and Secure, Tried and True,” Trump tweeted. “Florida’s Voting system has been cleaned
up (we defeated Democrats attempts at change), so in Florida I encourage all to request a
Ballot Vote by Mail! MAGA”. “Trump backtracks on mail-in voting, says it’s OK to do in
Florida,” Politico, August 4, 2020, available at https://www.politico.com/news/2020/08/04/
trump-backtracks-mail-voting-florida-391373, last accessed August 30, 2020).
7See Appendix B for survey design information.
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Figure 1: Interest in “Absentee ballot” and “Vote by mail” by Floridians
(Google Search Terms)

Note: Interest over time values represent Google search interest for absentee and vote by mail
searches by Floridians. The y-axis is normalized, so that the maximum value of 100 denotes
the search peak for each terms, a value of 50 denotes the term was half as popular, and a
value of 0 denotes there is no data available for the term. The shaded area is the time-frame
when the survey was in the field, July 21 - August 1. Data retrieved from https://trends.
google.com/trends/?geo=US (last accessed August 28, 2020).

Partisan Motivated Reasoning and Elite Cue-Taking

Given the highly polarized landscape, Trump’s heightened position-taking on mail-in voting

in late July 2020 did not occur in a vacuum. Though hardly new (Kunda 1990), partisan

motivated reasoning is borne out of the fact that one’s partisanship is a consistently salient

cue individuals fall back upon in a variety of different political realms. Partisanship shades

the reality experienced by individuals, shaping opinions by bringing them into alignment with

the goals and belief systems motivated by the party (Levendusky 2010; Bisgaard 2015). When

presented with new information, Republicans and Democrats will have their inference and

interpretation influenced by the goals and beliefs motivated by their respective party; indeed,

individuals will go so far as to seek information that confirms their reasoning, while actively

rejecting information that does not conform to their beliefs and motivations (Lavine, Johnston

and Steenbergen 2012). Stripped to its core, as Druckman, Peterson and Slothuus (2013, p. 59)

summarize, partisan motivated reasoning “suggests that partisans will more likely be moved by

their own party’s frame, regardless of its strength.”
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Partisan motivated reasoning helps us understand the process by which individuals might

internalize party identification and use it to motivate their reasoning for different beliefs and

behaviors. As with perceptions of voter ID laws and fair elections more generally (Ansolabehere

and Persily 2007; Bowler et al. 2015), partisanship likely colors how voters process the Pres-

ident’s statements on mail-in voting. Republicans might be more susceptible to becoming

motivated to think this method of voting is undependable or subject to fraud. Even among in-

dividuals who regularly and reliably vote by mail, motivated reasoning might encourage people

to distort how they update their priors in the direction they are already motivated.

Ironically, Trump’s exhortations against mail-in voting comes at the expense of Florida Re-

publicans, who have long dominated voting by mail; even Trump, since becoming a registered

voter in the state, has cast mail-in ballots.8 In the 2016 General Election, Republicans cast

nearly 60,000 more mail ballots than Democrats even though they outnumbered Republicans

by roughly 400,000 registered voters, and Republicans had lower rate of rejected mail-in bal-

lots (Baringer, Herron and Smith 2020), which should give them confidence in their mail-in

ballot counting as valid. Nonetheless, given the newfound salience of voting by mail and the

direction of Trump’s messaging, many Republicans in the Sunshine State—particularly Trump

supporters—may have reconsidered their perception of mail-in voting.

As with partisan motivated reasoning, the influence of elite cue-taking on mass opinion

formation is well established (Bullock 2011; Zaller 1992). Levendusky (2010) finds that an

increase in elite polarization has clarified partisan positions on issues, informing mass public

opinion and making it more consistent and tightly connected. Polarization, interacting with

partisan motivated reasoning, creates an environment where individuals are more receptive

of elite cues in forming their policy or behavioral judgements and allows them to align their

positions with one another more strongly. More polarizing elites generate clearer cues for voters,

which increases cue-taking by the elite’s base (Levendusky 2010), and Trump’s inflammatory

messaging sends strong and directional signals to his base about where they should stand on

issues (Mason 2018). As Lenz (2013, p. 3) notes, voters adopt a “follow the leader” approach

when it comes to policy stance formation, in which voters adopt a leader’s policy views once

they have assigned their support.

8“Trump backtracks on mail-in voting, says it’s OK to do in Florida,” NPR, August 4, 2020, available
at https://www.politico.com/news/2020/08/04/trump-backtracks-mail-voting-florida-391373, last
accessed September 5, 2020.
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But the President’s messaging against mail-in ballots disregards the messaging of experts—

namely county Supervisors of Elections in Florida. It also countervails the messaging of some

members of his own party, including veteran GOP operative Mac Stipanovich, who noted dur-

ing the state’s March 2020 presidential preference primary that “[a]bsentee ballots are typically

Republicans’ friends in Florida.”9 In early July 2020, State Representative Joe Gruters, an un-

abashed supporter of Trump and the Chair of the Republican Party of Florida, stated, “[P]eople

that feel uncomfortable with voting in person, even though we’re months away, anybody has

that right to request an absentee ballot. And the Florida Republicans have dominated in years

past.”10 Scholars have found that disagreement with expert opinion can be significantly shaped

by elite cues with regard to citizen decision-making. Even with seemingly dubious messaging

from elites, as Darmofal (2005, p. 392) concludes, citizens will often “appear unable or unwilling

to separate accurate cues from questionable ones...aggregate disagreement with expert opinion

was shaped significantly by political elites’ cues.” The connection between voters and elite cues

can be so powerful that it interrupts the ability for co-party elites with opposing view points

to influence the voter’s opinions (Agadjanian 2020).

Cues from the President may supersede expert opinion, but do Trump’s cues also mitigate

the impact of partisanship on opinion formation, particularly a salient issue where regular

mail-in voters have considerable experience? Given the President’s negative pronouncements

on voting-by-mail, we seek to determine the impact of partisan motivated reasoning on mail-in

voters, both retrospectively and prospectively, and tease out whether support for the Presi-

dent’s opposition to the mode may attenuate such reasoning. We anticipate that Republican

opposition to voting by mail will wither for those who support Trump. Additionally, given the

perceived health risks in the context of a global pandemic and the previously-noted importance

of health on political behavior and decision-making (Gollust and Rahn 2015; Denny and Doyle

2007), we expect regular mail-in voters concerned about COVID-19 might defect from partisan

motivated reasoning when recalling and planning how to vote.

9“Even as Trump denounces vote by mail, GOP in Florida and elsewhere re-
lies on it,” NPR, available at https://www.npr.org/2020/04/11/831978099/
even-as-trump-denounces-vote-by-mail-gop-in-florida-and-elsewhere-relies-on-it (last
accessed May 31, 2020).
10See, “Florida Republican mail fliers push mail-in ballots, even as Trump bashes them,” Or-
lando Sentinel, July 13, 2020, available at https://www.orlandosentinel.com/politics/
2020-election/os-ne-florida-republicans-mail-ballots-20200713-3wu4lihusbcilmn5utus56bzfm-story.
html (last accessed September 5, 2020).
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Empirical Framework

Taking a conservative empirical approach to test our expectations, we condition on an

individual’s validated vote history, drawing on official administrative data from the Florida

Division of Elections.11 Our models include only registered voters in our survey who voted by

mail in the 2016 and 2018 general elections in Florida. Sub-setting the data leaves us with 4,141

respondents who cast mail-in ballots in the previous two elections. By restricting our analysis

to mail-in voters, we intentionally exclude newly registered voters in Florida, registered voters

who skipped the two general elections, and those who voted in person in either election.

Our empirical strategy is two-fold. First, we analyze which mail-in voters are more likely to

misreport their usual method of voting. Second, we analyze which mail-in voters have a higher

probability of planning to vote in-person in November. Our first dependent variable is vote

method misreport, coded 1 if respondents reported they did not usually vote a mail-in ballot,

and 0 if they reported that they usually vote-by-mail. Our second dependent variable is vote

method switch, coded 1 if respondents planned to vote in-person at the polls in November, and

0 if they will stick with their old habit of mail-in voting.12

Let J denote the population of voters and let each member of the population be char-

acterized by the triple py, x, uq. The response variable y denotes voter turnout, x captures

the voter’s observable characteristics, and u denotes the voter’s unobservable characteristics.

Let tyi, xiuNi“1 be our random sample of Florida registrants who have voted by mail in both

2016 and 2018 election. To derive our logistic model, we use a latent variable framework spec-

ified as: y˚i “ x1iβ ` ui; yi “ 1ry˚i ą 0s, where 1r¨s is an indicator function taking unity

if the bracketed logical is true, and zero otherwise. Using this latent variable framework

and letting Λ be the standard logistic distribution of ui, the logistic model is specified as:

P pyi “ 1|xiq “ Λpx1iβq “ exppx1iβq{r1` exppx1iβqs. Then, using our sample of observations we

estimate the specified logistic model using the maximum likelihood approach.

We estimate a series of logistic regression models controlling for support for demographics

(age, gender, race/ethnicity, education, and income), support for Trump in the 2020 election,

political awareness, COVID-19 awareness, and fear of contracting COVID-19.13 Given our

11We use the state’s June 2020 vote history files to determine vote method in 2016 and 2018.
12For variable coding, see Appendix A.
13We ran identical models with county fixed-effects and clustered standard errors by county to ac-
count for heterogeneity in mail-in voting across Florida’s 67 counties. See Appendix E.
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large sample, we are also able to conduct split-sample analyses, allowing us to isolate patterns

in the behavior of Democrats, Republicans, and those with No Party Affiliation (NPAs). In our

nonlinear (logistic) models we are interested in measuring how a discrete change in support for

Trump changes the conditional choice probability of retrospective or prospective vote method

switch. The marginal effect is a function of our explanatory variables. Wooldridge (2010, pp.

22-25) proposes using average marginal effect, which is the discrete change on the conditional

choice probability averaged across the distribution of our explanatory variables. But this

measure misses key heterogeneous effects. To provide a full picture, we use a new method

called sorted partial effects (SPE), proposed by Chernozhukov, Fernández-Val and Luo (2018),

which consists of estimating the entire set of marginal effects for the population of interest.

Misreporting vote method

Which voters who regularly vote a mail-in ballot were more likely to misreport their pre-

vious method of vote? Table 1 displays the (abbreviated) estimates from a series of logistic

regressions with robust standard errors clustered by county. The dependent variable in all four

models is vote method misreport.14 In the Baseline model, which controls for respondent demo-

graphics, party of registration, ideology, and political awareness, we find that Democrats had a

lower probability of misreporting compared to more Republicans (the reference category). We

also find that liberals were less likely than conservatives to misreport how they usually vote.

When we add COVID-19 variables into the baseline model, we find that that respondents who

were fearful about contracting COVID-19 had a lower probability of misreporting that they

usually vote by mail relative to their counterparts. However, when we control for respondent’s

intention to vote for Trump in the November 2020 election, as the third model in Table 1

shows, we find that vote method misreport is strongly related to a respondent’s support for the

President. Indeed, support for Trump washes out the significant finding for party registration;

only conservatives who voted by mail in 2016 and 2018 were more likely to misreport how

they usually vote. This main finding is consistent even after controlling for COVID-19 related

variables.15

14Complete models are in Appendix D.
15We replicate our analysis using county fixed-effects, with consistent findings. See Appendix E.
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Table 1: Vote Method Misreport, if Voted by Mail in both 2016 and 2018 General Elections

Baseline + COVID-19 Trump Support + COVID-19
βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq

(Intercept) ´0.376 0.349 ´2.099˚˚˚ ´1.438˚

p0.375q p0.419q p0.477q p0.552q
Vote Trump 2020 1.237˚˚˚ 1.083˚˚˚

p0.209q p0.220q
No Party Affiliate ´0.340 ´0.261 ´0.009 ´0.009

p0.181q p0.182q p0.210q p0.208q
Democrat ´0.866˚˚˚ ´0.728˚˚˚ ´0.274 ´0.273

p0.164q p0.167q p0.214q p0.214q
Ideology ´0.236˚˚˚ ´0.190˚˚˚ ´0.102˚ ´0.091

p0.044q p0.045q p0.048q p0.048q
Follow political news 0.095 0.293˚ 0.199 0.326˚

p0.118q p0.135q p0.130q p0.148q
Fear contract COVID-19 ´0.179˚˚ ´0.094

p0.056q p0.061q

Observations 2,404 2,401 2,205 2,203
Note: The sample includes only those respondents that have voted by mail in both
2016 and 2018 elections. The dependent variable, vote method misreport, is coded 1 if
the respondent reported to have not voted by mail in both 2016 and 2018 elections, and
0 if they reported that they usually vote by mail. All logistic models are estimated us-
ing maximum likelihood and robust standard errors are clustered by county. ˚˚˚p ă 0.001,
˚˚p ă 0.01, ˚p ă 0.05

To get a closer look at the variation of vote method misreporting across respondents regis-

tered with the same party, we estimate split sample models for Democrats, Republicans, and

NPAs. (Full models shown in Table 4 in Appendix D.1.) Trump support in November is a

significant predictor for respondents who typically votes by mail misreporting their usual vote

method, regardless of party. However, we find that Republicans who were surveyed in July and

who were concerned about contracting COVID-19 were less likely to misreport their usual vote

method, all else equal. In Figure 2 we plot estimates and 95% confidence bounds of the sample

average partial effects (APE) and sorted partial effects (SPE) of vote method switching. Figure

2(a) shows that after conditioning on the set of explanatory variables, Democrats who reported

supporting Trump were on average 10.7% more likely to misreport their previous method of

voting. The SPE show large heterogeneity in the change in probability of vote method mis-

report among Democrats, with partial effects ranging from 5.5% to 18.7%. Hence, the SPE

function reveals a subgroup of Democrats supporting Trump who are 18.7% more likely to

misreport their method of voting, and another subgroup of Trump-supporting Democrats who
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are likely to misreport their vote method by about 5.5%. Similar effects are observed for NPAs

in Figure 2(c). In contrast, as shown in Figure 2(b), the APE and the SPE of Republicans

and the change in the probability of vote method misreport differ considerably. We observe

that the APE of Republicans who support Trump have a 21.3% chance of misreporting their

method of vote. However, we observe considerable heterogeneity in the Republicans behavior

depending on what population percentile in which they belong, as Republicans’ probability of

misreporting their prior vote method varies from 10.1% to 29.2%.16

Figure 2: Average Partial Effect (APE) and Sorted Partial Effect (SPE) of Being a Trump
Supporter on the Probability of Vote Method misreport
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(a) Democrats
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(b) Republicans
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(c) NPAs
Note: Plots show the APE and the SPE for the probability of vote method misreport at the percentile indexes t0.02, 0.03, . . . , 0.98u in

the population of Democrats, Republicans, and NPAs.

Switching vote method

Which voters indicate they are likely to break their habit of voting by mail in the November

2020 election? In Table 2 we estimate a series of logistic regression models with robust clustered

standard errors by county using the full sample. The dependent variable is vote method switch

from mail-in voting to in-person voting, either Election Day or Early In-Person. The first model

(Baseline) estimates the probability of respondents switching to in-person voting in November,

controlling for demographic characteristics, party, and political awareness. The baseline model

shows both Democrats and NPAs are less likely than Republicans to say they would switch to

16For a full picture of the variation of sorted effects, see Appendix G.
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in-person voting in November. The same finding holds for more liberal and older respondents.

We re-estimate the baseline model, adding COVID-19 related variables. When controlling for

COVID-19 variables, we find Democrats, more liberal, older, those following closely COVID-19

related news, and those concerned of contracting the virus were less likely to report switching

to in-person voting in the upcoming election, as compared to their counterparts. As with

vote method misreporting, we assess whether support for Trump helps to explain vote method

switch in November 2020. We re-estimate the baseline model controlling for Trump support; as

expected, we find it is an important predictor of switching to in-person voting. In fact, support

for Trump picks up all the variation explained by party registration in the baseline model.

Older respondents have a lower likelihood of saying they will switch from mail-in voting to in-

person, but those following the news were more likely to say they would switch modes of voting.

Finally, we find those following COVID-19 related news and concerned about contracting the

virus were less likely to say they intended to switch to in-person voting.

Table 2: Planning to Vote In Person in 2020 General Election, if Voted by Mail in both 2016 and
2018 General Elections

Baseline + COVID-19 Trump Support + COVID-19
βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq

(Intercept) 0.516 1.781˚˚˚ ´2.484˚˚˚ ´1.202
p0.390q p0.465q p0.513q p0.615q

Vote Trump 2020 2.383˚˚˚ 2.089˚˚˚

p0.254q p0.267q
No Party Affiliate ´0.443˚ ´0.309 0.217 0.235

p0.196q p0.197q p0.232q p0.234q
Democrat ´1.186˚˚˚ ´0.933˚˚˚ 0.137 0.166

p0.182q p0.185q p0.250q p0.252q
Ideology ´0.373˚˚˚ ´0.289˚˚˚ ´0.141˚˚ ´0.117˚

p0.048q p0.049q p0.053q p0.053q
Follow political news 0.227 0.589˚˚˚ 0.368˚˚ 0.637˚˚˚

p0.131q p0.153q p0.141q p0.163q
Fear contract COVID-19 ´0.327˚˚˚ ´0.201˚˚

p0.059q p0.064q

Observations 2,401 2,398 2,204 2,202
Note: The sample includes only those respondents that have voted by mail in both
2016 and 2018 elections. The dependent variable, vote method switch from vote by-
mail to in-person, is coded 1 if the respondent reported that will vote in-person in the
November 2020 election, and 0 if they reported that they will vote by-mail. All logistic
models are estimated using maximum likelihood and robust standard errors are clus-
tered by county. ˚˚˚p ă 0.001, ˚˚p ă 0.01, ˚p ă 0.05
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We again estimate split sample models based on party registration. (Full models shown in

Table 6 in Appendix D.2.) Regardless of party of registration, intended support for Trump

in the November 2020 election is a statistically significant predictor of a respondent switching

to in-person voting. However, support for Trump among Republicans is attenuated by the

pandemic: those who express concern about contracting COVID-19 indicate that they are less

likely to switch from mail-in to in-person voting. Figure 3 displays the substantive effects of

support for Trump on the change in probability of mail-in voters becoming in-person voters, by

party. As Figure 3(a) shows, Democrats who reported support for Trump in the November 2020

election were on average 20.4% more likely to switch their method of voting in the presidential

election, although the SPE shows large heterogeneity, with partial effects ranging from 11% to

38.2%. We observe similar effects for NPAs in Figure 3(c). In sum, Figure 3 shows significant

heterogeneity in the probability of vote method switching that would be missed if we were only

to report the APE, particularly among Republicans.

Figure 3: Average Partial Effect (APE) and Sorted Partial Effect (SPE) of Being a Trump
Supporter on the Probability of Vote Method Switch
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(a) Democrats
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(b) Republicans
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(c) NPAs
Note: Plots show the APE and the SPE for the probability of vote method switch at the percentile indexes t0.02, 0.03, . . . , 0.98u in the

population of Democrats, Republicans, and NPAs.

Discussion

Over the past two decades, the popularity of voting by-mail has increased considerably

among American voters. The onset of COVID-19 in Spring 2020 only accelerated the rate of

mail-in ballots across the states (Thompson et al. 2020; Baringer, Herron and Smith 2020). The
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recent politicization of mail-in voting due to the President’s constant attacks has important

implications for voters’ trust in the electoral system and the broader democratic process. This

study is the first to find empirical evidence that habitual mail-in voters who support the

President are disavowing mail-in voting. Drawing on a representative sample of Florida voters

conducted in late summer 2020, we find that the President’s rhetoric against the “fraudulent

process” of voting by mail could affect the composition of the American electorate, particularly

when it comes to casting a mail-in ballot in the November 2020 election, if not future elections.

The politicization and negative cues that Trump assigned to voting by mail seemingly

allowed for partisans to align themselves with their party’s signaling. Our findings support

previous scholarship on partisan motivated reasoning, but more importantly, how partisanship

can be overwhelmed by support for the President. Republicans are significantly more likely

than their Democratic and NPA counterparts to misreport the method by which they voted

in the previous elections, aligning their responses with the President’s critical take on mail-in

voting, and are more likely to disavow voting by mail in the upcoming November election. But

we find partisan motivated reasoning has limitations, as support for Trump, regardless of party

affiliation, is a strong predictor of vote method misreport (both retrospective and prospective).

Elite-cue taking, though, may have limits in the era of the coronavirus. We find that

Republicans who expressed concerns about the health risks posed by COVID-19 were less

likely to misreport their method of voting, and were less likely to say they would abandon

mail voting in the 2020 General Election. In this regard, Trump’s tweetstorms and statements

against mail-in voting have an upper bound: not all Republicans are willing to let the President

shape their recollections of or future voting method.

Given the attention to vote method by President Trump, our findings seem to project a

continuing partisan divide in terms of vote method. But we find COVID-19 health concerns

trump strong elite cues and even partisan motivated reasoning. It is unknown, however, what

kind of constraints will exist once the pandemic ebbs and voters no longer see personal contagion

as a salient issue. As the electoral environment continues to operate in an increasingly polarized

context (Bentele and O’Brien 2013; Hicks et al. 2015), the politicization of mail-in voting may

continue, further permeating the way voters recall their usual method of voting and how they

indicate they will vote in future elections.
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A Variable Coding

• Vote Trump 2020: is a dummy variable coded 1 if the respondent intends to vote for

Trump in the November 2020 election and 0 otherwise.

• Party of registration: is coded 1 for NPAs, 2 for Democrats, and 3 for Republicans.

• Ideology: is a seven point scale item varying from 1 very conservative to 7 very liberal.

• Age: is a categorical variable coded 1 for 18-24 year-olds, 2 for 25-34 year-olds, 3 for

35-44 year-olds, 4 for 45-54 year-olds, 5 for 55-64 year-olds, and 6 for those who were 65

year old and older.

• Female: is a dummy variable coded 1 if the respondent is a female and 0 if male.

• Non-white: is a dummy variable coded 1 if the respondent is non-white and 0 if white.

We combined minorities into one category due to small number of observations in the

split sample analysis.

• Education: is a categorical variable coded 1 for those respondents with a high school

degree or less education, 2 for those with some college experience, 3 for those with a

college degree, and 4 for those with a graduate degree.

• Income: is a categorical variable coded 0 for those with family income of less than 25K,

1 for those with a family income of 25-50K, 2 for those with a family income of 50-75K,

3 for those with a family income of 75-100K, and 4 those with a family income of 100K

or more.

• Follow political news: is a categorical variable varying from -1 not paying attention at

all, 0 paying moderate attention, and 1 paying a great deal of attention on news about

government and politics .

• Follow COVID-19 news news: is a categorical variable varying from 1 not paying

attention at all to 5 paying a great deal of attention on news about COVID-19.

• Fear contracting COVID-19: is a categorical variable varying from 1 not concerned

of contracting COVID-19 at all to 5 very concerened about contracting COVID-19.
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B Survey Design and Data

In order to understand the independent effects of partisan motivated reasoning and elite-

cues on how voters both recollect their usual method of voting and the method by which

they plan on voting in the November 2020 Election, we conducted a statewide email survey of

Florida registered voters that took place from July 21, 2020 to August 1, 2020. During this

time period, the survey garnered over 11,000 responses. Our representative sample frame of

Florida registered voters was randomly drawn from the June 2020 publicly available statewide

voter and vote history files, conditioned on a voter including his or her email. We supplemented

this with information from a March 30, 2020, statewide vote-by-mail daily upload file, which

expanded our sample through the inclusion of additional emails not in the statewide voter file.

Our survey was administered in two waves. The first wave was sent out to the entire sample

population of 150,000 randomly selected Florida registered voters, and was in the field from

July 21, 2020 to July 27, 2020. Due to under-representation of non-white voters, a second wave

of the survey was administered to only non-white members of the original sample who had not

yet completed the survey by July 27, 2020. The survey was terminated on August 1, 2020.

The questionnaire included a variety of questions aimed at the respondent’s level of concern

over contracting COVID-19, including their vote method in 2016, and their prospective vote

method in 2020. We then linked respondents to the statewide voter file and vote history file

to obtain their validated method of vote in the 2016 and 2018 general elections. We include

survey weights in the descriptive statistics shown below. We calculated the survey weight by

weighting the sample using respondents’ age, education, race, gender, and party of registration.

C Empirical Framework

Our empirical strategy is two-fold. First, we analyze which mail-in voters are more likely

to misreport their usual method of voting. Second, we analyze which mail-in voters have a

higher probability of planning to vote in-person in November. Our first dependent variable is

vote method misreport, coded 1 if respondents reported they did not usually cast a mail ballot,

and 0 if they reported that they usually vote-by-mail. Our second dependent variable is vote

method switch, coded 1 if respondents report they planned to vote in-person at the polls, and

0 if they will stick with their old habit of mail-in voting.
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Let J denote the population of voters and let each member of the population be char-

acterized by the triple py, x, uq. The response variable y denotes voter turnout, x captures

the voter’s observable characteristics, and u denotes the voter’s unobservable characteristics.

Let tyi, xiuNi“1 be our random sample of Florida registrants who have voted by mail in both

2016 and 2018 election. To derive our logistic model, we use a latent variable framework spec-

ified as: y˚i “ x1iβ ` ui; yi “ 1ry˚i ą 0s, where 1r¨s is an indicator function taking unity

if the bracketed logical is true, and zero otherwise. Using this latent variable framework

and letting Λ be the standard logistic distribution of ui, the logistic model is specified as:

P pyi “ 1|xiq “ Λpx1iβq “ exppx1iβq{r1` exppx1iβqs. Then, using our sample of observations we

estimate the specified logistic model using the maximum likelihood approach.

We estimate a series of logistic regression models controlling for support for demographics

(age, gender, race/ethnicity, education, and income), support for Trump in the 2020 election,

political awareness, COVID-19 awareness, and fear of contracting COVID-19.17 Given our

large sample, we are also able to conduct split-sample analyses, which allow us to identify any

heterogeneous patterns in the behavior of registered Democrats, Republicans, and NPAs.

In our nonlinear (logistic) models we are interested in measuring how a discrete change in

support for Trump changes the conditional choice probability of retrospective or prospective

vote method switch. The marginal effect is a function of our explanatory variables. Wooldridge

(2010, pp. 22-25) proposes using average marginal effect, which is the discrete change on the

conditional choice probability averaged across the distribution of our explanatory variables.

But this measure misses key heterogeneous effects. Hence, to provide a full picture, we use a

new method called sorted effects, proposed by Chernozhukov, Fernández-Val and Luo (2018),

which consists of estimating the entire set of marginal effects. The set consists of an increasing

order of marginal effects in the population of interest. Simply put, the sorted effects are the

percentiles of the marginal effects in our population of interest.

17See Appendix A for variable coding information. We ran identical models that include county
fixed-effects, and clustered standard error by county, as others have found some heterogeneity across
Florida’s 67 counties regarding the use of vote by mail (Baringer, Herron and Smith 2020). Appendix
E provides these alternative models.
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D Main Regression Tables

D.1 Vote Method Misreport

Table 3: Vote Method Misreport, if Voted by Mail in both 2016 and 2018 General Elections

Baseline + COVID-19 Trump Support + COVID-19
βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq

(Intercept) ´0.376 0.349 ´2.099˚˚˚ ´1.438˚

p0.375q p0.419q p0.477q p0.552q
Vote Trump 2020 1.237˚˚˚ 1.083˚˚˚

p0.209q p0.220q
No Party Affiliate ´0.340 ´0.261 ´0.009 ´0.009

p0.181q p0.182q p0.210q p0.208q
Democrat ´0.866˚˚˚ ´0.728˚˚˚ ´0.274 ´0.273

p0.164q p0.167q p0.214q p0.214q
Ideology ´0.236˚˚˚ ´0.190˚˚˚ ´0.102˚ ´0.091

p0.044q p0.045q p0.048q p0.048q
Age ´0.078 ´0.058 ´0.059 ´0.045

p0.046q p0.047q p0.051q p0.052q
Female 0.234 0.269˚ 0.259 0.282˚

p0.125q p0.126q p0.133q p0.133q
Non-white 0.115 0.134 0.126 0.134

p0.156q p0.155q p0.167q p0.167q
Education ´0.074 ´0.062 ´0.036 ´0.031

p0.070q p0.070q p0.073q p0.074q
Income 0.115˚ 0.123˚ 0.153˚˚ 0.157˚˚

p0.053q p0.053q p0.058q p0.058q
Follow political news 0.095 0.293˚ 0.199 0.326˚

p0.118q p0.135q p0.130q p0.148q
Follow COVID-19 news ´0.156 ´0.121

p0.082q p0.088q
Fear contract COVID-19 ´0.179˚˚ ´0.094

p0.056q p0.061q

AIC 1804.802 1783.655 1615.812 1608.088
BIC 1862.651 1853.059 1678.495 1682.157
Log Likelihood -892.401 -879.828 -796.906 -791.044
Observations 2,404 2,401 2,205 2,203
Note: The sample includes only those respondents that have voted by mail in both
2016 and 2018 elections. The dependent variable, vote method misreport, is coded 1
if the respondent reported to have not voted by mail in both 2016 and 2018 elections,
and 0 if they reported that they usually vote by mail. All logistic models are estimated
using maximum likelihood and standard errors are clustered by county. ˚˚˚p ă 0.001,
˚˚p ă 0.01, ˚p ă 0.05
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Table 4: Vote Method Misreport by Party Registration, if Voted by Mail in both 2016 and 2018
General Elections

Democrat Republican No Party Affiliate
Baseline +COVID-19 Baseline +COVID-19 Baseline +COVID-19
βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq

(Intercept) ´2.480˚˚ ´1.838 ´2.768˚˚˚ ´2.594˚˚ ´1.842 ´0.389
p0.791q p1.039q p0.781q p0.858q p1.045q p1.193q

Vote Trump 2020 1.144˚ 1.032˚ 1.606˚˚˚ 1.470˚˚˚ 1.048˚˚ 0.757˚

p0.456q p0.465q p0.363q p0.379q p0.364q p0.373q
Ideology ´0.127 ´0.113 ´0.066 ´0.050 ´0.048 ´0.015

p0.097q p0.095q p0.068q p0.068q p0.117q p0.116q
Age 0.002 0.014 ´0.017 0.020 ´0.206 ´0.143

p0.080q p0.081q p0.084q p0.085q p0.107q p0.113q
Female 0.559˚ 0.583˚ ´0.080 ´0.075 0.543 0.550

p0.227q p0.229q p0.208q p0.210q p0.321q p0.321q
Non-white 0.336 0.314 0.138 0.187 ´0.255 ´0.160

p0.237q p0.240q p0.286q p0.287q p0.380q p0.377q
Education ´0.057 ´0.043 ´0.050 ´0.056 0.039 0.066

p0.115q p0.117q p0.110q p0.110q p0.210q p0.212q
Income 0.167 0.182 0.148 0.160 0.212 0.213

p0.093q p0.095q p0.090q p0.091q p0.139q p0.136q
Follow political news ´0.163 0.158 0.540˚˚ 0.498˚ ´0.134 0.236

p0.218q p0.296q p0.194q p0.206q p0.256q p0.308q
Follow COVID-19 news ´0.355 0.072 ´0.408

p0.299q p0.105q p0.211q
Fear contract COVID-19 0.105 ´0.183˚ ´0.139

p0.139q p0.081q p0.155q

AIC 690.931 684.970 636.208 634.181 299.311 298.330
BIC 736.985 741.250 675.599 682.306 334.867 341.787
Log Likelihood -336.465 -331.485 -309.104 -306.090 -140.656 -138.165
Observations 1,233 1,232 588 587 384 384
Note: The sample includes only those respondents that have voted by mail in both 2016 and 2018 elec-
tions. The dependent variable, vote method misreport, is coded 1 if the respondent reported to have not
voted by mail in both 2016 and 2018 elections, and 0 if they reported that they usually vote by mail.
All logistic models are estimated using maximum likelihood and standard errors are clustered by county.
˚˚˚p ă 0.001, ˚˚p ă 0.01, ˚p ă 0.05
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D.2 Vote Method Switch

Table 5: Planning to Vote In Person in 2020 General Election, if Voted by Mail in both 2016 and
2018 General Elections

Baseline + COVID-19 Trump Support + COVID-19
βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq

(Intercept) 0.516 1.781˚˚˚ ´2.484˚˚˚ ´1.202
p0.390q p0.465q p0.513q p0.615q

Vote Trump 2020 2.383˚˚˚ 2.089˚˚˚

p0.254q p0.267q
No Party Affiliate ´0.443˚ ´0.309 0.217 0.235

p0.196q p0.197q p0.232q p0.234q
Democrat ´1.186˚˚˚ ´0.933˚˚˚ 0.137 0.166

p0.182q p0.185q p0.250q p0.252q
Ideology ´0.373˚˚˚ ´0.289˚˚˚ ´0.141˚˚ ´0.117˚

p0.048q p0.049q p0.053q p0.053q
Age ´0.166˚˚˚ ´0.130˚ ´0.173˚˚ ´0.138˚

p0.049q p0.051q p0.054q p0.056q
Female 0.146 0.210 0.242 0.298

p0.137q p0.141q p0.150q p0.152q
Non-white 0.011 0.051 ´0.025 ´0.009

p0.177q p0.178q p0.195q p0.196q
Education ´0.117 ´0.093 ´0.034 ´0.022

p0.076q p0.079q p0.082q p0.085q
Income 0.142˚ 0.164˚˚ 0.161˚˚ 0.176˚˚

p0.056q p0.058q p0.062q p0.063q
Follow political news 0.227 0.589˚˚˚ 0.368˚˚ 0.637˚˚˚

p0.131q p0.153q p0.141q p0.163q
Follow COVID-19 news ´0.284˚˚ ´0.250˚˚

p0.088q p0.094q
Fear contract COVID-19 ´0.327˚˚˚ ´0.201˚˚

p0.059q p0.064q

AIC 1534.519 1474.730 1312.084 1285.418
BIC 1592.355 1544.119 1374.762 1359.480
Log Likelihood -757.259 -725.365 -645.042 -629.709
Observations 2,401 2,398 2,204 2,202
Note: The sample includes only those respondents that have voted by mail in both
2016 and 2018 elections. The dependent variable, vote method switch from vote by-
mail to in-person, is coded 1 if the respondent reported that will vote in-person in the
November 2020 election, and 0 if they reported that they will vote by-mail. All logistic
models are estimated using maximum likelihood and standard errors are clustered by
county. ˚˚˚p ă 0.001, ˚˚p ă 0.01, ˚p ă 0.05
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Table 6: Planning to Vote In Person in 2020 General Election, by Party Registration, if Voted by
Mail in both 2016 and 2018 General Elections

Democrat Republican No Party Affiliate
Baseline +COVID-19 Baseline +COVID-19 Baseline +COVID-19
βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq

(Intercept) ´2.498˚˚ ´0.329 ´3.204˚˚˚ ´2.336˚ ´1.841 ´0.440
p0.886q p1.010q p0.883q p1.013q p1.192q p1.404q

Vote Trump 2020 2.402˚˚˚ 2.065˚˚˚ 2.871˚˚˚ 2.570˚˚˚ 1.944˚˚˚ 1.631˚˚˚

p0.460q p0.466q p0.555q p0.575q p0.426q p0.435q
Ideology ´0.130 ´0.100 ´0.116 ´0.093 ´0.155 ´0.110

p0.122q p0.117q p0.069q p0.069q p0.134q p0.137q
Age ´0.131 ´0.103 ´0.165˚ ´0.109 ´0.228˚ ´0.156

p0.093q p0.094q p0.084q p0.089q p0.114q p0.120q
Female 0.335 0.415 0.214 0.249 0.303 0.367

p0.273q p0.288q p0.213q p0.217q p0.371q p0.373q
Non-white ´0.100 ´0.133 ´0.040 ´0.015 0.332 0.462

p0.343q p0.346q p0.303q p0.306q p0.398q p0.393q
Education 0.024 0.054 ´0.007 ´0.007 ´0.261 ´0.240

p0.139q p0.145q p0.117q p0.119q p0.217q p0.223q
Income 0.114 0.133 0.125 0.153 0.488˚˚ 0.488˚˚

p0.104q p0.112q p0.090q p0.093q p0.175q p0.171q
Follow political news 0.132 0.797˚ 0.652˚˚˚ 0.793˚˚˚ ´0.252 0.067

p0.290q p0.353q p0.195q p0.210q p0.308q p0.360q
Follow COVID-19 news ´0.603˚˚ ´0.115 ´0.351

p0.214q p0.108q p0.243q
Fear contract COVID-19 ´0.134 ´0.233˚˚ ´0.205

p0.152q p0.082q p0.163q

AIC 491.448 476.532 606.923 598.293 231.207 231.061
BIC 537.495 532.803 646.314 646.418 266.763 274.518
Log Likelihood -236.724 -227.266 -294.461 -288.147 -106.603 -104.531
Observations 1,232 1,231 588 587 384 384
Note: The sample includes only those respondents that have voted by mail in both 2016 and 2018 elec-
tions. The dependent variable, vote method switch from vote by-mail to in-person, is coded 1 if the re-
spondent reported that will vote in-person in the November 2020 election, and 0 if they reported that
they will vote by-mail. All logistic models are estimated using maximum likelihood and standard errors
are clustered by county. ˚˚˚p ă 0.001, ˚˚p ă 0.01, ˚p ă 0.05
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E Model Replication with County-Fixed Effects

Table 7: Vote Method Misreport, if Voted by Mail in both 2016 and 2018 General Elections

Baseline + COVID-19 Trump Support + COVID-19
βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq

(Intercept) 0.147 0.890 ´1.626˚˚ ´0.965
p0.484q p0.524q p0.589q p0.656q

Vote Trump 2020 1.312˚˚˚ 1.150˚˚˚

p0.228q p0.239q
No Party Affiliate ´0.298 ´0.215 0.071 0.075

p0.189q p0.192q p0.224q p0.225q
Democrat ´0.925˚˚˚ ´0.774˚˚˚ ´0.278 ´0.270

p0.167q p0.173q p0.227q p0.228q
Ideology ´0.232˚˚˚ ´0.186˚˚˚ ´0.089 ´0.078

p0.044q p0.045q p0.050q p0.050q
Age ´0.055 ´0.038 ´0.040 ´0.026

p0.051q p0.051q p0.056q p0.056q
Female 0.245 0.275˚ 0.282˚ 0.302˚

p0.131q p0.132q p0.139q p0.140q
Non-white 0.023 0.055 0.023 0.050

p0.177q p0.178q p0.192q p0.192q
Education ´0.068 ´0.057 ´0.025 ´0.022

p0.073q p0.073q p0.078q p0.079q
Income 0.133˚ 0.140˚ 0.182˚˚ 0.185˚˚

p0.054q p0.054q p0.059q p0.060q
Follow political news 0.093 0.290˚ 0.197 0.315˚

p0.114q p0.136q p0.126q p0.148q
p0.057q p0.063q

Follow COVID-19 news ´0.150 ´0.106
p0.079q p0.086q

Fear contract COVID-19 ´0.195˚˚˚ ´0.114
p0.057q p0.063q

County fixed-effects X X X X

AIC 1839.891 1818.632 1641.338 1633.934
BIC 2192.769 2183.001 1988.945 1992.882
Log Likelihood -858.945 -846.316 -759.669 -753.967
Observations 2,404 2,401 2,205 2,203
Note: The sample includes only those respondents that have voted by mail in both
2016 and 2018 elections. The dependent variable, vote method misreport, is coded 1 if
the respondent reported to have not voted by mail in both 2016 and 2018 elections, and
0 if they reported that they usually vote by mail. All logistic models include county
fixed effects and are estimated using maximum likelihood and the reported standard
errors are clustered by county. ˚˚˚p ă 0.001, ˚˚p ă 0.01, ˚p ă 0.05
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Table 8: Vote Method Misreport by Party Registration, if Voted by Mail in both 2016 and 2018
General Elections

Democrat Republican No Party Affiliate
Baseline COVID-19 Baseline COVID-19 Baseline COVID-19
βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq

(Intercept) ´2.389˚˚ ´1.693 ´1.682 ´1.646 ´1.642 ´0.587
p0.915q p1.112q p1.016q p1.097q p1.634q p1.820q

Vote Trump 2020 1.514˚˚ 1.425˚˚ 1.725˚˚˚ 1.613˚˚˚ 1.237˚˚ 0.987˚

p0.525q p0.550q p0.391q p0.406q p0.431q p0.491q
Ideology ´0.143 ´0.127 ´0.009 0.006 ´0.086 ´0.065

p0.098q p0.098q p0.074q p0.075q p0.135q p0.136q
Age 0.038 0.046 ´0.041 0.006 ´0.104 ´0.054

p0.089q p0.090q p0.097q p0.100q p0.140q p0.146q
Female 0.586˚ 0.612˚ ´0.128 ´0.111 0.842˚ 0.829˚

p0.240q p0.243q p0.230q p0.232q p0.363q p0.370q
Non-white 0.294 0.326 0.271 0.312 ´0.853 ´0.746

p0.282q p0.282q p0.392q p0.398q p0.444q p0.452q
Education ´0.057 ´0.062 ´0.011 ´0.018 0.204 0.250

p0.128q p0.129q p0.125q p0.126q p0.216q p0.222q
Income 0.200˚ 0.213˚ 0.161 0.172 0.259 0.275

p0.097q p0.098q p0.096q p0.097q p0.163q p0.165q
Follow political news ´0.175 0.129 0.589˚˚ 0.532˚ ´0.339 ´0.046

p0.230q p0.291q p0.201q p0.225q p0.286q p0.352q
Fear contract COVID-19 0.081 ´0.224˚ ´0.092

p0.133q p0.090q p0.183q
Follow COVID-19 news ´0.320 0.109 ´0.334

p0.175q p0.121q p0.251q
County fixed-effects X X X X X X

AIC 715.310 710.657 660.431 657.460 319.102 320.816
BIC 991.639 997.175 892.398 898.087 496.881 506.496
Log Likelihood -303.655 -299.329 -277.216 -273.730 -114.551 -113.408
Deviance 607.310 598.657 554.431 547.460 229.102 226.816
Observations 1,233 1,232 588 587 384 384
Note: The sample includes only those respondents that have voted by mail in both 2016 and
2018 elections. The dependent variable, vote method misreport, is coded 1 if the respondent re-
ported to have not voted by mail in both 2016 and 2018 elections, and 0 if they reported that
they usually vote by mail. All logistic models include county fixed effects and are estimated using
maximum likelihood and the reported standard errors are clustered by county. ˚˚˚p ă 0.001, ˚˚p ă 0.01,
˚p ă 0.05
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Table 9: Planning to Vote In Person in 2020 General Election, if Voted by Mail in both 2016 and
2018 General Elections

Baseline + COVID-19 Trump Support + COVID-19
βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq

(Intercept) 1.183˚ 2.507˚˚˚ ´1.986˚˚ ´0.694
p0.528q p0.577q p0.657q p0.724q

Vote Trump 2020 2.544˚˚˚ 2.250˚˚˚

p0.262q p0.274q
No Party Affiliate ´0.377 ´0.234 0.380 0.408

p0.203q p0.209q p0.248q p0.252q
Democrat ´1.234˚˚˚ ´0.966˚˚˚ 0.190 0.234

p0.188q p0.197q p0.267q p0.273q
Ideology ´0.368˚˚˚ ´0.282˚˚˚ ´0.119˚ ´0.094

p0.049q p0.050q p0.055q p0.056q
Age ´0.155˚˚ ´0.123˚ ´0.162˚˚ ´0.129˚

p0.055q p0.056q p0.061q p0.062q
Female 0.164 0.208 0.286 0.330˚

p0.144q p0.148q p0.156q p0.159q
Non-white ´0.117 ´0.067 ´0.139 ´0.111

p0.202q p0.205q p0.226q p0.227q
Education ´0.117 ´0.093 ´0.023 ´0.011

p0.080q p0.081q p0.087q p0.088q
Income 0.157˚˚ 0.182˚˚ 0.193˚˚ 0.210˚˚

p0.059q p0.061q p0.066q p0.067q
Follow political news 0.259˚ 0.639˚˚˚ 0.406˚˚ 0.685˚˚˚

p0.126q p0.151q p0.139q p0.163q
Follow COVID-19 news ´0.304˚˚˚ ´0.262˚˚

p0.084q p0.091q
Fear contract COVID-19 ´0.329˚˚˚ ´0.205˚˚

p0.061q p0.067q
County fixed-effects X X X X

AIC 1591.628 1533.150 1358.890 1333.586
BIC 1944.430 1897.440 1706.469 1692.504
Log Likelihood -734.814 -703.575 -618.445 -603.793
Observations 2,401 2,398 2,204 2,202
Note: The sample includes only those respondents that have voted by mail in both
2016 and 2018 elections. The dependent variable, vote method misreport, is coded 1 if
the respondent reported to have not voted by mail in both 2016 and 2018 elections, and
0 if they reported that they usually vote by mail. All logistic models include county
fixed effects and are estimated using maximum likelihood and the reported standard
errors are clustered by county. ˚˚˚p ă 0.001, ˚˚p ă 0.01, ˚p ă 0.05
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Table 10: Planning to Vote In Person in 2020 General Election, by Party Registration, if Voted
by Mail in both 2016 and 2018 General Elections

Democrat Republican No Party Affiliate
Baseline COVID-19 Baseline COVID-19 Baseline COVID-19
βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq

(Intercept) ´2.748˚ ´0.294 ´1.790 ´1.002 ´1.062 ´0.704
p1.105q p1.346q p1.118q p1.197q p1.985q p2.178q

Vote Trump 2020 2.693˚˚˚ 2.342˚˚˚ 3.168˚˚˚ 2.913˚˚˚ 2.357˚˚˚ 2.308˚˚˚

p0.515q p0.553q p0.580q p0.589q p0.491q p0.575q
Ideology ´0.123 ´0.095 ´0.057 ´0.033 ´0.277 ´0.266

p0.119q p0.121q p0.076q p0.078q p0.167q p0.171q
Age ´0.114 ´0.098 ´0.186 ´0.130 ´0.040 ´0.015

p0.106q p0.110q p0.098q p0.101q p0.181q p0.187q
Female 0.357 0.440 0.317 0.357 0.840 0.783

p0.289q p0.300q p0.233q p0.237q p0.457q p0.466q
Non-white ´0.015 0.023 ´0.259 ´0.308 ´0.021 0.031

p0.367q p0.370q p0.419q p0.428q p0.531q p0.545q
Education 0.076 0.100 0.025 0.025 ´0.334 ´0.302

p0.162q p0.167q p0.129q p0.130q p0.253q p0.259q
Income 0.161 0.181 0.107 0.133 0.664˚˚ 0.674˚˚

p0.119q p0.122q p0.095q p0.097q p0.217q p0.220q
Follow political news 0.183 0.905˚ 0.822˚˚˚ 0.959˚˚˚ ´0.747˚ ´0.556

p0.303q p0.381q p0.207q p0.232q p0.342q p0.444q
Follow COVID-19 news ´0.614˚˚ ´0.114 ´0.212

p0.204q p0.118q p0.304q
Fear contract COVID-19 ´0.200 ´0.247˚˚ 0.028

p0.151q p0.090q p0.222q
County fixed-effects X X X X X X

AIC 540.523 524.441 632.471 625.008 254.722 258.227
BIC 816.808 810.913 864.438 865.634 432.501 443.907
Log Likelihood -216.261 -206.220 -263.236 -257.504 -82.361 -82.114
Deviance 432.523 412.441 526.471 515.008 164.722 164.227
Observations 1,232 1,231 588 587 384 384
Note: The sample includes only those respondents that have voted by mail in both 2016 and
2018 elections. The dependent variable, vote method switch from vote by-mail to in-person, is
coded 1 if the respondent reported that will vote in-person in the November 2020 election, and
0 if they reported that they will vote by-mail. All logistic models include county fixed effects
and are estimated using maximum likelihood and the reported standard errors are clustered by
county. ˚˚˚p ă 0.001, ˚˚p ă 0.01, ˚p ă 0.05
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F Appendix: Placebo Test for In-Person Voters

Table 11: Vote Method Misreport, if Voted In-Person in both 2016 and 2018 General Elections

Baseline +COVID-19 Trump Support +COVID-19
βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq

(Intercept) ´3.106˚˚˚ ´3.430˚˚˚ ´2.287˚˚˚ ´2.297˚˚

p0.528q p0.658q p0.671q p0.844q
Vote Trump 2020 ´0.621 ´0.716

p0.390q p0.411q
No Party Affiliate 0.537 0.465 0.287 0.226

p0.326q p0.329q p0.379q p0.379q
Democrat 0.738˚˚ 0.614˚ 0.264 0.153

p0.272q p0.279q p0.357q p0.355q
Ideology ´0.008 ´0.003 ´0.040 ´0.028

p0.062q p0.063q p0.068q p0.068q
Age 0.118 0.105 0.113 0.102

p0.065q p0.066q p0.068q p0.068q
Female 0.063 0.049 0.103 0.103

p0.180q p0.182q p0.187q p0.188q
Non-white ´0.222 ´0.218 ´0.273 ´0.262

p0.219q p0.219q p0.228q p0.229q
Education ´0.038 ´0.035 ´0.046 ´0.047

p0.106q p0.107q p0.110q p0.111q
Income 0.036 0.027 0.002 ´0.010

p0.074q p0.075q p0.077q p0.077q
Follow political news ´0.193 ´0.256 ´0.258 ´0.330

p0.153q p0.199q p0.168q p0.216q
Follow COVID-19 news 0.045 0.068

p0.131q p0.139q
Fear contract COVID-19 0.079 ´0.028

p0.097q p0.102q

AIC 972.630 967.163 913.856 908.027
BIC 1025.940 1031.104 971.582 976.212
Log Likelihood -476.315 -471.581 -445.928 -441.014
Observations 1,527 1,523 1,405 1,401
Note: The sample includes only those respondents that have voted in-person in both
2016 and 2018 elections. The dependent variable, vote method misreport, is coded 1 if
the respondent reported to have not voted in-person in both 2016 and 2018 elections,
and 0 if they reported that they usually vote in-person. All logistic models are esti-
mated using maximum likelihood and the reported standard errors are clustered by
county. ˚˚˚p ă 0.001, ˚˚p ă 0.01, ˚p ă 0.05
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Table 12: Vote Method Misreport by Party Registration, if Voted In-Person in both 2016 and
2018 General Elections

Democrat Republican No Party Affiliate
Baseline COVID-19 Baseline COVID-19 Baseline COVID-19
βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq

(Intercept) ´0.799 ´0.792 ´5.254˚˚ ´4.578˚ ´3.573˚ ´5.044˚

p0.735q p1.044q p1.673q p1.887q p1.698q p2.328q
Vote Trump 2020 0.422 0.009 ´0.602 ´0.678 ´0.143 0.101

p0.702q p0.830q p0.609q p0.650q p0.701q p0.745q
Ideology ´0.203˚ ´0.174 0.210 0.221 0.096 0.084

p0.092q p0.092q p0.139q p0.141q p0.185q p0.188q
Age 0.089 0.070 0.410˚ 0.404 0.070 0.047

p0.078q p0.080q p0.207q p0.206q p0.192q p0.195q
Female ´0.000 0.004 0.121 0.115 0.578 0.573

p0.226q p0.229q p0.459q p0.460q p0.507q p0.511q
Non-white ´0.295 ´0.290 0.272 0.219 ´0.526 ´0.580

p0.270q p0.271q p0.695q p0.697q p0.570q p0.573q
Education ´0.052 ´0.052 ´0.246 ´0.237 0.058 0.119

p0.133q p0.135q p0.281q p0.281q p0.309q p0.313q
Income ´0.110 ´0.123 0.414 0.428 0.166 0.137

p0.090q p0.092q p0.234q p0.233q p0.210q p0.211q
Follow political news ´0.226 ´0.362 ´0.367 ´0.092 ´0.108 ´0.308

p0.222q p0.282q p0.346q p0.447q p0.435q p0.565q
Follow COVID-19 news 0.142 ´0.269 0.193

p0.184q p0.280q p0.384q
Fear contract COVID-19 ´0.133 0.054 0.200

p0.132q p0.205q p0.304q

AIC 608.643 604.218 173.278 176.372 143.887 146.683
BIC 651.498 656.557 207.791 218.555 173.527 182.854
Log Likelihood -295.322 -291.109 -77.639 -77.186 -62.944 -62.341
Observations 864 861 342 342 199 198
Note: The sample includes only those respondents that have voted in-person in both 2016 and
2018 elections. The dependent variable, vote method misreport, is coded 1 if the respondent re-
ported to have not voted in-person in both 2016 and 2018 elections, and 0 if they reported that
they usually vote in-person. All logistic are estimated using maximum likelihood and the reported
standard errors are clustered by county. ˚˚˚p ă 0.001, ˚˚p ă 0.01, ˚p ă 0.05
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Table 13: Planning to Vote By-Mail in 2020 General Election, if Voted In-Person in both 2016
and 2018 General Elections

Baseline +COVID-19 Trump Support +COVID-19
βpseq βpseq βpseq βpseq

(Intercept) ´2.279˚˚˚ ´4.196˚˚˚ ´0.320 ´2.281˚˚˚

p0.332q p0.445q p0.438q p0.573q
Vote Trump 2020 ´2.072˚˚˚ ´1.649˚˚˚

p0.254q p0.261q
No Party Affiliate 1.289˚˚˚ 1.145˚˚˚ 0.684˚˚ 0.718˚˚

p0.192q p0.199q p0.242q p0.245q
Democrat 1.545˚˚˚ 1.266˚˚˚ 0.570˚ 0.572˚

p0.160q p0.166q p0.222q p0.225q
Ideology 0.146˚˚˚ 0.082˚ ´0.008 ´0.029

p0.039q p0.041q p0.045q p0.046q
Age 0.102˚ 0.075 0.122˚˚ 0.099˚

p0.040q p0.042q p0.043q p0.044q
Female 0.201 0.118 0.170 0.112

p0.115q p0.118q p0.124q p0.126q
Non-white ´0.332˚ ´0.387˚˚ ´0.390˚˚ ´0.432˚˚

p0.131q p0.135q p0.141q p0.143q
Education ´0.029 ´0.031 ´0.092 ´0.081

p0.069q p0.071q p0.075q p0.076q
Income ´0.038 ´0.038 ´0.009 ´0.013

p0.047q p0.049q p0.052q p0.053q
Follow political news 0.401˚˚˚ 0.074 0.238˚ 0.001

p0.103q p0.132q p0.121q p0.151q
Follow COVID-19 news 0.250˚˚ 0.195˚

p0.084q p0.093q
Fear contract COVID-19 0.440˚˚˚ 0.354˚˚˚

p0.063q p0.071q

AIC 1890.807 1813.723 1650.727 1614.226
BIC 1944.105 1877.649 1708.452 1682.410
Log Likelihood -935.404 -894.862 -814.363 -794.113
Observations 1,525 1,521 1,405 1,401

Note: The sample includes only those respondents that have voted in-person in both
2016 and 2018 elections. The dependent variable, vote method switch from in-person
to vote by-mail, is coded 1 if the respondent reported that will vote by-mail in the
November 2020 election, and 0 if they reported that they will vote in-person. All lo-
gistic models are estimated using maximum likelihood and the reported standard er-
rors are clustered by county.
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Table 14: Planning to Vote By-Mail in 2020 General Election, by Party Registration, if Voted
In-Person in both 2016 and 2018 General Elections

Democrat Republican No Party Affiliate
Baseline COVID-19 Baseline COVID-19 Baseline COVID-19

(Intercept) 0.971˚ ´0.880 ´3.180˚˚ ´4.464˚˚˚ 0.603 ´2.464
p0.489q p0.685q p1.073q p1.305q p1.093q p1.437q

Vote Trump 2020 ´2.492˚˚ ´2.025˚ ´1.585˚˚˚ ´1.201˚˚ ´2.017˚˚˚ ´1.567˚˚

p0.787q p0.801q p0.386q p0.406q p0.472q p0.490q
Ideology ´0.090 ´0.103 0.210˚ 0.183 ´0.018 ´0.089

p0.057q p0.058q p0.093q p0.095q p0.124q p0.132q
Age 0.120˚ 0.104˚ 0.271˚ 0.225 0.116 0.062

p0.051q p0.052q p0.131q p0.136q p0.126q p0.133q
Female 0.042 ´0.011 0.360 0.297 0.568 0.516

p0.149q p0.151q p0.310q p0.315q p0.349q p0.364q
Non-white ´0.438˚˚ ´0.466˚˚ ´0.262 ´0.276 ´0.357 ´0.476

p0.164q p0.166q p0.488q p0.502q p0.348q p0.362q
Education ´0.087 ´0.087 ´0.035 ´0.039 ´0.273 ´0.125

p0.092q p0.093q p0.192q p0.194q p0.201q p0.208q
Income ´0.077 ´0.073 0.237 0.253 0.063 0.001

p0.063q p0.064q p0.148q p0.149q p0.131q p0.141q
Follow political news 0.179 ´0.075 0.404 0.398 0.284 ´0.133

p0.157q p0.196q p0.294q p0.359q p0.289q p0.368q
Follow COVID-19 news 0.201 0.015 0.346

p0.117q p0.201q p0.248q
Fear contract COVID-19 0.312˚˚˚ 0.365˚ 0.542˚˚

p0.092q p0.145q p0.200q
AIC 1109.234 1094.838 299.623 296.323 256.293 244.957
BIC 1152.077 1147.165 334.136 338.506 285.978 281.183
Log Likelihood -545.617 -536.419 -140.811 -137.161 -119.146 -111.479
Observations 863 860 342 342 200 199
Note: The sample includes only those respondents that have voted in-person in both 2016 and 2018
elections. The dependent variable, vote method switch from in-person to vote by-mail, is coded 1 if
the respondent reported that will vote by-mail in the November 2020 election, and 0 if they reported
that they will vote in-person. All logistic models are estimated using maximum likelihood and the
reported standard errors are clustered by county. ˚˚˚p ă 0.001, ˚˚p ă 0.01, ˚p ă 0.05
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G Detailed Sorted Partial Effects

Table 15: Sorted Partial Effects by Party

Vote Method Misreport Vote Method Switch Intent

Population Percentile Est SE 95% PLB 95% PUB Est SE 95% PLB 95% PUB
Democrats

0.02 0.056 0.031 -0.006 0.117 0.110 0.044 0.023 0.196
0.10 0.069 0.041 -0.012 0.149 0.138 0.060 0.022 0.255
0.25 0.084 0.050 -0.014 0.183 0.163 0.072 0.021 0.304
0.50 0.102 0.067 -0.029 0.232 0.193 0.093 0.010 0.376
0.75 0.127 0.082 -0.033 0.287 0.230 0.108 0.018 0.441
0.90 0.149 0.094 -0.035 0.333 0.292 0.117 0.062 0.523
0.98 0.187 0.110 -0.029 0.404 0.382 0.125 0.137 0.628

Republicans
0.02 0.101 0.023 0.055 0.147 0.116 0.025 0.067 0.165
0.10 0.142 0.030 0.084 0.200 0.165 0.029 0.108 0.221
0.25 0.184 0.036 0.113 0.256 0.227 0.034 0.161 0.293
0.50 0.223 0.043 0.140 0.306 0.291 0.037 0.219 0.363
0.75 0.248 0.046 0.158 0.338 0.354 0.040 0.276 0.431
0.90 0.270 0.054 0.165 0.376 0.433 0.047 0.341 0.526
0.98 0.292 0.063 0.168 0.416 0.502 0.062 0.381 0.623

NPA
0.02 0.046 0.019 0.009 0.083 0.046 0.017 0.012 0.080
0.10 0.058 0.028 0.003 0.114 0.068 0.029 0.010 0.125
0.25 0.073 0.038 -0.001 0.148 0.113 0.046 0.023 0.202
0.50 0.093 0.051 -0.007 0.194 0.170 0.066 0.041 0.299
0.75 0.109 0.067 -0.023 0.241 0.217 0.081 0.059 0.376
0.90 0.141 0.081 -0.018 0.300 0.280 0.087 0.108 0.451
0.98 0.164 0.089 -0.010 0.338 0.368 0.093 0.186 0.550

Note: Table 15 shows a more detailed picture of the sorted partial effects shown in Figure 2 and Figure
3 in the manuscript. PLB and PUB correspond to the lower and upper point-wise confidence intervals.
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H Survey Questions

1. Who do you plan to vote for President in the 2020 General Election?

(a) Donald J. Trump (R)

(b) Joe Biden (D)

(c) Other

(d) Unsure

2. What vote method do you usually use to cast your ballot?

(a) In person on Election Day

(b) In person at an early voting location

(c) By mail

(d) It varies

3. By what method do you plan to cast your ballot in the November 2020 Election?

(a) In person on Election Day

(b) In person at an early voting location

(c) By mail

(d) Unsure

4. Between now and the November election, how do you feel about the following: I may

contract COVID-19?

(a) Very Concerned

(b) Somewhat Concerned

(c) Neither Concerned nor Not Concerned

(d) Not Very Concerned

(e) Not Concerned

5. How much attention do you pay to news about government and politics?

(a) A great deal

(b) A lot

(c) A moderate amount

(d) A little
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(e) None at all

6. How much attention do you pay to news about coronavirus strain known as COVID-19?

(a) A great deal

(b) A lot

(c) A moderate amount

(d) A little

(e) None at all

7. What is your current age?

(a) 18-24

(b) 25-34

(c) 35-44

(d) 45-54

(e) 55-64

(f) 65 or over

8. What is your gender?

(a) Male

(b) Female

(c) Other

9. What is the highest level of education you have received?

(a) Less than a High School Diploma

(b) High School Graduate or equivalent (ex. GED

(c) Some College (including Associate’s Degree)

(d) College Graduate (Bachelor’s Degree)

(e) Some Graduate Work, did not receive advanced degree

(f) Graduate Degree

10. In the last 12 months, what was your family’s annual household income?

(a) Less than 25, 000

(b) 25, 000 to 50, 000
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(c) 50, 000 to 75, 000

(d) 75, 000 to 100, 000

(e) Above 100, 000

11. How would you describe your political beliefs??

(a) Very liberal

(b) Liberal

(c) Slightly liberal

(d) Moderate, middle of the road

(e) Slightly conservative

(f) Conservative

(g) Very conservative
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